Conditions are given on a radical (semisimple) property to ensure the existence of a construction for the smallest radical (semisimple) class with the property, containing a given class of rings. This generalizes earlier results on smallest hereditary or strongly hereditary radical classes, and hereditary semisimple classes. In the last section certain classes of rings are shown to admit a construction for the largest radical (semisimple) class contained in the given class. This leads to theorems on largest radical (semisimple) classes dual to the already established smallest theorems.
1. Introduction. LetW be an arbitrary universal class of (not necessarily associative) rings. For a subclass aiZCW a subclass (P29TC with a specified property is said to be a smallest class containing 91Z with the property if O^CZgc for all 3C33TC with the property. The hereditary radical and strongly hereditary radical [l] are examples of properties admitting smallest classes for any subclass 3TC of an arbitrary universal class. We will give a sufficient condition on a radical property that it admit smallest classes (Theorem 1). The proof yields, in fact, a construction (for an arbitrary 3TC) of the smallest radical with the specified property. Theorem 2 gives an analogous construction for certain smallest semisimple classes. A special case is the result [2, Theorem 2 ] for hereditary semisimple classes. In the last section is considered the dual problem of largest subclass, namely, for a given class 3TC, a subclass of 9TC with a specified property and containing all subclasses of £DZ with the property.
Certain classes are shown to admit constructions for largest radical or semisimple classes. This construction also yields an easy way of constructing the "upper hereditary radical" of Rjabuhin [3] . It is then found possible to "dualize" in such a way that (with suitable restrictions) the concept of largest radical class is dual to smallest semisimple class. Similarly largest semisimple and smallest radical become dual.
In the constructions we use a number of class functions. These Proof. Let 3Tli = £3TC and if 8 is a nonlimit ordinal define STCp = £FM$-i. For B a limit ordinal let 3TC/j = £Ua«3 3TCa, and write 3Tl = U3U3 taken over all ordinals B. We know by (i) that ST^-i CF3kV_iC3TC0, so a<B implies SD^CST^ for all ordinals a, B. Also 371 is a union of radical classes and so is homomorphically closed. To show 3E is a radical class we thus need only show (see e.g. [4, p. 4] ) that it has property (A). If^KGW is such_that for all Oy^R/I there is some 0y±J<\R/I with /GSR, then i?£3Tl.
But then -/£3TC" for some a and since the collection of all such J is a set there must be a largest a, say y. Thus all /£3TCY and since 3Tl7 is a radical class this implies i?G3TCTQ3TC. Thus 3TCE01 and by (i), 3UCF3TI. But FmClUp Fm^ by (iii) and since Fairer 3TC"+1 it follows that FSTCCZgrc. Thus F3Tl = 3TL Finally suppose 3TCC(P where ff'GOl and F(P = <P. Since £3TC is the smallest radical containing 3TC, we have 3TCiC(p. Thus suppose for induction that '3KaC(P for all a<B- Proof. This follows from the admissibility of both 8 and 3%, where 9 is defined as in [l, (2), p. 704]. 0^///G3K', then AG3TC' (see e.g. [4, p. 5] ). It is also well known [4, p. 7] that if 3TC' satisfies (B) then 11311' is a radical class such that 9H'CIScu.3TC' with §1131!;' the smallest semisimple class containing 311'. We will call a function F: 3-»3 s-admissible if it has the properties (i) F3TC is an s-completion of 3H for all 3TCE3, (ii) if 3TCC 31 then F3TCC F3I, and (iii) if "y is the class of all semisimple subclasses of W and {3Tt«, UMa}Qy, where a<8 implies 3UaC3U^, then F(U3Tla) cUF(3na). Proof. Define 3Hi = ScltF3Tl and for 8 a nonlimit ordinal define 9TC/3 = ScUF3TC0_i. Otherwise define 3H^ = Ua<33Ra and write 3E = U3TCs taken over all ordinals 8-Clearly a </3 implies Sl^CSIlp, and since 311 is the union of semisimple classes it has property (B). We thus have aTCCSTiaiL But if AE §CU-3TC then for every O^I-HR there is some 0^1/JEM.
Thus I/JE^a for some ordinal a, and so for 7 the largest such ordinal we have all such J/JG3Tl7. Since 3TCrC3TCT+1 and 9TC7+i is semisimple, it follows from (C) that A£3TC7+iC3tc. Accordingly 3TC = §11311 is semisimple. Now 311 CI FM and the reverse inequality follows from (iii). Finally it is clear by induction that if 3TCC31 where 31 is a semisimple class for which F3l = 3l then 3TCC3I.
Since 3 is 5-admissible we have Corollary 2. Every class 3TCCI%y is contained in a smallest hereditary semisimple class.
4. Largest radical and semisimple classes. In this section we will consider the dual problem of largest radical or semisimple classes with given properties. This discussion will be based on the following construction of a largest radical class, and an analogous construction (Theorem 4) of a largest semisimple class. Proof. For each integer n>l define 3TC"+i = {Ae9TC"[if O^R/I then Q^J<\R/I for some JG3U"}. Then set (P = 0311,,. For induction assume that 311* has property (A) for all k^n and suppose i?£cvvl to be such that every Oy^R/I has a nonzero ideal in 3TCn+i. Since 3TCn+i
C5TCn these ideals are all in 3TCn so by property (A) .R£3TCn. But then by definition i?£3TC"+i, and so 3fln+i has property (A). Thus by induction <P has property (A). Also if R is an image of an i?£3TCn then any nonzero image of R has a nonzero ideal in 3TCn.
By property (A) ^£3En and so RE<? implies REV-Thus (P is homomorphically closed and so is a radical class.
Now if (P'C3H with (P'£(R then (P' has property (A) and so (P'CTSTCi. Assume for induction that (P'CZ3TCn. If RES'' then i?£3TC" and since 0°' is radical every 0^i?//£(P'C:3Ti:n.
Thus (P'C3Tl"+i and so by induction (P'C.'Mn for all n. Therefore (P'C(P and so (P is the largest radical class contained in 3TL
To construct the largest hereditary radical let 3C = {i?£(P| $ {R\ Q6>}. Clearly 3C is hereditary.
In fact it is the largest hereditary subclass of (P, for if uC(P with *U hereditary then REV implies ^{i?}cvC(P. Thus i?£3C and so VQ3C. Now 5CQS> so that 3CC£3CC(P. But by [6] £3C is hereditary and so £0CC3C. Thus 3C = £3C and is the largest hereditary radical contained in (P. But (P contains all radical subclasses of 3TI so 3C is also the largest hereditary radical class contained in 3TC.
Remark that in [3] Ju. M. Rjabuhin gave a construction (valid only for associative or alternative rings) for the "upper hereditary radical" which is the largest hereditary radical class contained in a class satisfying condition (A). The Rjabuhin result is thus a special case of the above theorem. Our construction is also considerably simpler than that of [3] . Also in this paper, certain classes 3la are defined (for all ordinals a) whose union is the "lower hereditary radical." However this is just the smallest hereditary radical class containing a given class 3TC, that is, by [6] Proof. If /3 =t2 is a nonlimit ordinal define 3TC<j= {AE3TC0-i| for all 0 t^ I < R there is some O^I/JE aify-i}. Otherwise define 3KB = f)a<s 3TCa, and write Q = 0371,3 taken over all ordinals 8.
Notice that the radical in Theorem 3 is obtained at the first transfinite ordinal (as fl31ln taken over all integers n), whereas here we may need to take the intersection over all ordinals. Assume for induction that all 3TCa for a<8 satisfy condition (C).
Let FEW be such that every O^KR has an image O^I/JE^-bli 8 -1 exists, then since 3TC0 C STr.^ which has property (C), it follows that AE3TC<j-i. But then by definition AESTfy. If jS is a limit ordinal then I/JES^a for all a<8 so again by the induction hypothesis AE9TC«. and so AEn3TC" = 3Tl0. Thus 3Tfy has property (C) and the induction is complete. Clearly a similar proof shows that also Q has property (C). Now let AEQ and consider any 0^/<A for which all 0^1/J EQSince Q = (1311(3, in particular AE3TC2 so / has at least some 0^1/J E3Tli. Since I/J GQ there must exist some a such that I/JE^-a but I/J CSTCa+i-If "v is the largest ordinal for which 9TCT contains a nonzero homomorphic image of /, then all 0^1/J (£.3tty+i. But AE3TCT+2 so that every nonzero ideal of A, and in particular /, has a nonzero image in 3TCY+i. This contradiction shows that Q has property (B) and hence is in y.
Finally, let 3C£0f with 3CC3H. Then 3C has property (C) so XCSTCi.
Assume for induction that 3CC3TCa for all a<8, then clearly 3CC3TCj3 when B is a limit ordinal. Thus suppose 3C£3Tl^_i, then if i?£3C by (B) every Oy*I<\R has some 0y^I/JE3CQ^-iThus by definition i?£3TC,3, so by induction 22£3TC<j for all 8, whence 3CC©.
Note that we can construct a class containing no maximal semisimple class, using a countably infinite subset {Ri} (i = l, 2, • ■ •) of the set V of Example 2. Let F3TC denote the smallest hereditary semisimple class [2] containing 3TC. Set 3Hi=F{i?i} and for »2:1 define 3TC"+i = F(3TL,U {7?"+i}). Then let 3TC = Un3TCn, and suppose QC3R is semisimple. If there were no n such that QC3Hn then we could find an infinite ascending sequence of integers {re,} such that for someKiEQwewouldhaveKiE^ni,Ki <£m,ni-i. ButK = J2®Ki&Q so i££3TC" for some n. Thus since 3TCn is hereditary we would have all -K\£3TCn. From this contradiction we conclude that QC3TCn for some n. Since a simple ring is in F3TC if and only if it is in 3TI (when 3TC is hereditary) it follows that 3Tln (and hence 0) is not maximal. Also note that in Example 1 the class 3TC = Scu{/}W{i£} does not have property (C) but does contain a largest class Sit {/} with property (C).
We will use the constructions of Theorems 3 and 4 to establish "largest" theorems dual to the smallest theorems of § §2 and 3. The corresponding duality theorem for semisimple classes is proved in a similar way and will be stated without proof: Theorem 6. Let F: (R->3 be admissible, then any class 3TC containing a largest class 3TCi with property (C) contains a largest QEy such that FltQ = 1lQ. From this theorem it clearly follows that such a class contains a largest semisimple subclass whose radical is hereditary [6] or strongly
The dualization may also be taken relative to a specific class: Corollary 6. Let TJCTcR and 9CC<y be dual. Let 3TC have a largest subclass with property (A) and let (P be the largest radical subclass of 3TC. Then 3TC has a largest ff'E'U if and only if §>(P is contained in a smallest QE9C. Similarly, if 3TC has a largest subclass satisfying (C) and largest semisimple class S, then 3TC contains a largest QE9C if and only if 1LQ is contained in a smallest (PETJNote that the condition that 2TC have a largest subclass with property (A) (or property (C)) is sufficient for the theorems of this section. It is not known whether or not the condition is also necessary, but it is expected that in general it will not be.
